Academic Departments:

When we purged the waitlists for FALL 2015 classes, we produced reports showing who was on each class waitlist.

- The *waitlist purge report* includes students who were waitlisted for more than one section of a class, as well as students who were waitlisted for one section but enrolled in another section. If you’d like a copy of this report, email me at antonia.murphy@colorado.edu.

- We ran the *unduplicated waitlist report* just before the waitlist purge. This report is available for ARSC, BUSN and ENGR.

Thanks.

**Antonia Murphy**
Registration Processes Coordinator/CU-SIS Development Team
Office of the Registrar
University of Colorado Boulder
T 303 735 1930
F 303 492 8748
Online [Office of the Registrar](#)
Social [@CUBoulder](#)

---

[Subscribe](#) or [unsubscribe](#) from regbrownbag.